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Spectral clustering is a powerful tool for exploratory 
data analysis. Many existing spectral clustering algorithms 
typically measure the similarity by using a Gaussian 
kernel function or an undirected k-nearest neighbor (kNN) 
graph, which cannot reveal the real clusters when the data 
are not well separated. In this paper, to improve the 
spectral clustering, we consider a robust similarity 
measure based on the shared nearest neighbors in a 
directed kNN graph. We propose two novel algorithms for 
spectral clustering: one based on the number of shared 
nearest neighbors, and one based on their closeness. The 
proposed algorithms are able to explore the underlying 
similarity relationships between data points, and are 
robust to datasets that are not well separated. Moreover, 
the proposed algorithms have only one parameter, k. We 
evaluated the proposed algorithms using synthetic and 
real-world datasets. The experimental results demonstrate 
that the proposed algorithms not only achieve a good level 
of performance, they also outperform the traditional 
spectral clustering algorithms. 
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I. Introduction 

Spectral clustering has become one of the most popular 
clustering methods, and its performance is superior to that of 
traditional clustering methods, such as K-means [1]. Spectral 
clustering has been applied successfully in a large number of 
fields, including image segmentation [2], load balancing [3], 
video retrieval [4], and bioinformatics [5]. 

In spectral clustering, a similarity matrix is first constructed, 
and the spectrum of the similarity matrix is then used to reveal 
the cluster structure of the data. The performance of spectral 
clustering relies heavily on the similarity measure used to 
construct the similarity matrix [6]–[11]. The complex data are 
often high dimensional, heterogeneous, and without prior 
knowledge, and it is therefore a fundamental challenge to 
define a pairwise similarity for effective spectral clustering. The 
Gaussian kernel function is widely used as a similarity measure 
for spectral clustering, and is used to calculate the pairwise 
similarity sij as 2 2exp( || || / )ij i js x x    , where ||xi – xj|| is 
the Euclidean distance between data points xi and xj (i ≠ j), and 
is the kernel parameter. The Gaussian kernel function is 
simple to calculate and results in a positive definite similarity 
matrix, which simplifies the analysis of the eigenvectors. 
However, it is difficult to determine the optimal value of the 
kernel parameter , which reflects the neighborhood of the data 
points. 

Many researchers have focused on determining the optimal 
value of the kernel parameter  in the Gaussian kernel function 
to improve spectral clustering. Ng and others [6] presented a 
method to choose this parameter automatically by comparing 
the clustering results based on certain criteria. However, the 
chosen optimal value is a global value, which is not suitable for 
datasets with an arbitrary construction. Because a local scaling 
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parameter is more efficient than a global one, a family of 
spectral clustering algorithms used to find the local scaling 
parameter has been reported [8]–[12]. Zelnik-Manor and 
Perona [7] proposed a self-tuning spectral clustering algorithm, 
which locally scales this parameter based on the local statistics 
of the neighborhood of each data point. Chang and Yeung [8] 
proposed a robust path-based similarity measure method based 
on M-estimation from robust statistics. Zhang and others [9] 
use the local density between data points to scale the parameter, 
which has the effect of amplifying intra-cluster similarity. Cao 
and others [11] satisfied the requirements of a similarity 
measure used in spectral clustering by measuring the similarity 
based on the maximum flow between data points.  

Instead of focusing on the kernel parameter, many spectral 
clustering algorithms measure the similarity based on the k- 
nearest neighbor (kNN) graph [1], [12]. In the kNN graph, 
point xi is connected to point xj if xi is among the k nearest 
neighbors of xj, or if xj is among the k nearest neighbors of xi. 
According to the kNN graph, the pairwise similarity is sij if 
point xi is connected to point xj; otherwise, sij = 0. In similarity 
measure methods based on a kNN graph, the main parameter  
is replaced by k, which is easier to find because it is an integer 
and usually takes a small value. Furthermore, the similarity 
matrix S is sparse, and thus is computationally efficient in 
solving the eigenvectors. In spectral clustering, the applied 
kNN graph is undirected owing to the symmetry of the 
similarity matrix. However, an undirected kNN graph usually 
introduces redundant connections, which may incur incorrect 
clustering results. 

Spectral clustering algorithms based on the local scaling 
parameter and an undirected kNN, respectively, seem to be 
effective for various clustering tasks. However, they cannot 
reveal the real clusters for certain complex datasets, particularly 
those that are not well separated, that is, those in which the 
clusters are not far apart. The presence of noise can also reduce 
separation within the data. Because many real-world datasets 
are not well separated, in general, it is difficult to find the 
correct clusters. Thus, a clustering algorithm that is robust to 
data that are not well separated is both important and desirable. 

An interesting alternative to a distance-based similarity 
measure is to use information regarding the shared nearest 
neighbors. In most cases, two data points belong to the same 
cluster not only because they are close to each other, but also 
because they have many shared nearest neighbors that connect 
them to the same cluster. In clustering methods based on shared 
nearest neighbors, two data points have a higher similarity if 
they have more shared nearest neighbors. These methods are 
more robust to datasets that are not well separated, and have 
been reported to be effective in agglomerative clustering 
algorithms [13], [14], as well as less sensitive to the 

dimensionality than a conventional distance measure [15]. 
Specifically, Zhang and others [9] and He and others [10] used 
the shared nearest neighbors to locally scale the kernel 
parameter  in the Gaussian kernel function for spectral 
clustering. In addition to the information regarding the shared 
nearest neighbors, other similarity measure methods have also 
been proposed for spectral clustering to replace the distance-
based similarity measure. Beauchemin [16] proposed a 
similarity measure method for spectral clustering based on a  
K-means density estimation embedded within a subbagging 
procedure. Zhu and others [17] constructed a random-forest 
based affinity graph to learn the discriminative feature 
subspaces for a similarity measure in spectral clustering. 

A good similarity measure method for constructing a 
similarity matrix can significantly improve the clustering 
results of spectral clustering. Other researchers have also 
considered improving the spectral clustering after a similarity 
matrix is constructed. For example, the Nystrom method is 
applied to deal with the eigenvector extraction problem for a 
reduction in the computation cost [18]. Genetic algorithms 
have also been utilized in the clustering process to improve the 
results of spectral clustering [19], [20]. 

In this paper, we focus on the similarity measure for a 
similarity construction in spectral clustering. We use the shared 
nearest neighbors in a directed kNN graph as a measure of the 
similarity to improve the spectral clustering. We propose two 
novel algorithms for spectral clustering: one based on the 
number of shared nearest neighbors (SC-nSNN) and one based 
on their closeness (SC-cSNN). The main differences between 
the proposed algorithms and the related existing clustering 
algorithms are summarized as follows. (1) In spectral clustering, 
the commonly used kNN graph is undirected. We are the first 
to use a directed kNN graph to construct a similarity matrix for 
spectral clustering. The proposed algorithms, SC-nSNN and 
SC-cSNN, use a directed kNN graph to find the nearest 
neighbors, which does not introduce redundant connections, 
and more accurately reflects the true neighborhood of the data 
points than the use of an undirected kNN graph. (2) Some 
traditional clustering algorithms use shared neighbors to 
construct a similarity matrix, and clustering is then conducted 
directly on the similarity matrix obtained. The definition of 
shared nearest neighbors in the proposed algorithms differs 
from that used in the existing algorithms, which is based on a 
directed kNN graph. In addition, in the proposed algorithms, 
clustering is not performed directly on the similarity matrix 
obtained. (3) In [9] and [10], the authors used shared neighbors 
to modify the parameter in the Gaussian kernel function, but 
the shared neighbors were not found using a kNN graph. The 
proposed algorithms directly measure the similarity based on 
the shared nearest neighbors, do not use a Gaussian kernel 
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function, are able to explore the underlying similarity 
relationships between data points, and are robust to datasets 
that are not well separated. Despite the above advantages, SC-
nSNN and SC-cSNN have only one parameter, k, which is the 
number of nearest neighbors. In particular, SC-cSNN is less 
sensitive to k than SC-nSNN, both of which are less sensitive 
to k than the spectral clustering algorithms based on an 
undirected kNN graph. 

This paper is an extension of [21], which introduced the 
basic idea of the SC-cSNN method. In this paper, we further 
develop the SC-cSNN algorithm, and introduce another 
algorithm, SC-nSNN; each of these measures has its own 
particular advantage for certain types of datasets. In this study, 
we conducted a complexity analysis on these two efficient 
algorithms, and tested them on more comprehensive synthetic 
and real-world datasets. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We 
begin with an overview of spectral clustering in Section II. The 
two proposed algorithms are presented in Section III. The 
experimental results are presented in Section IV, and we 
provide some concluding remarks in Section V. 

II. Overview of Spectral Clustering 

1. Spectral Clustering Algorithm 

Given a set of n data points  1 2, , , nX x x x   in Rd, the 
objective of spectral clustering is to divide these data points 
into K clusters. The steps of a general algorithm for spectral 
clustering can be summarized as follows [1], [6], [8]. 
1) Construct a similarity matrix S, which has pairwise 

similarities sij as its entries. The similarity measure methods 
used to calculate sij will be introduced later. 

2) Compute normalized Laplacian matrix L based on 
similarity matrix S as L = D–1/2SD–1/2, where D is an n × n 

diagonal matrix with 
1

n

i ijj
d s


   on the diagonal. 

3) Compute the K largest eigenvectors of the normalized 
Laplacian matrix L, and form the matrix V = (vij)n×K using 
these eigenvectors as its columns. 

4) Form the matrix U = (uij)n×K by normalizing the rows of V, 

such that 2/ij ij ij
j

u v v  . 

5) Let each row of U represent a data point in RK and cluster 
these points using the K-means method. 

6) Assign each data point xi to a given cluster c if the 
corresponding row i in U is assigned to this cluster. 

2. Similarity Measure 

In spectral clustering, the similarity measure used to 

construct the similarity matrix S in the first step is important in 
the following steps, and crucial to the clustering result. If the 
Gaussian kernel function is being applied, the pairwise 
similarity is calculated as 

 2 2exp || || / ,

0 ,

i j
ij

x x i j
s

i j

    


         (1) 

where ||xi – xj|| is the Euclidean distance between the data points 
xi and xj, and  is the kernel parameter. Zelnik-Manor and 
Perona [7] locally scaled the kernel parameter , and calculated 
the pairwise similarity as  

 2exp || || / ,

0 ,

i j i j
ij

x x i j
s

i j

     


       (2) 

where || ||i i kx x    and xk is the k-nearest neighbors of xi. 

Zhang and others [9] used the number of shared nearest 

neighbors to scale the kernel parameter, and calculated the 

pairwise similarity as 

  2 2exp || || / ( , ) 1 ,

0 ,

i j s i j
ij

x x N x x i j
s

i j

     


 (3) 

where ( , )s i jN x x  is the number of shared neighbors between 

xi and xj. The shared neighbors are found according to the -
neighborhood graph, in which xk is a neighbor of xi if 

|| ||i kx x   . However, the radius  is difficult to determine 

because a real dataset usually has clusters of different densities. 

The method of similarity measure in [10] is very similar to (3).    
Other methods for improving the similarity measure in 

spectral clustering include the use of an undirected kNN graph, 
by which sij is as given by (1) when point xi is connected to 
point xj; otherwise sij = 0. 

III. Similarity Measure for Spectral Clustering Based 
on Shared Neighbors 

In this section, we present our two novel algorithms to 
measure the similarity for spectral clustering, SC-nSNN and 
SC-cSNN. 

1. Construction of Directed kNN Graph  

We consider measuring the similarity of data points based on 
a directed kNN graph. In a directed kNN graph, an edge is 
connected from xi to xj if xj is one of the k-nearest neighbors of 
xi, and we then state that xj is a direct successor of xi, and that xi 
is a direct predecessor of xj, which is denoted as xi ↔ xj. Further, 
let xi ↔ xj denote the case in which xi and xj are the k nearest 
neighbors of each other. Let Ni be a set that contains the direct 
successors of xi, and let Pj be a set that contains the direct 
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Fig. 1. (a) 3NN undirected graph and (b) 3NN directed graph.
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predecessors of xj. Thus, Ni contains the k nearest neighbors of 
xi, and xj is a shared nearest neighbor of the data points in Pj.  

In a directed kNN graph, each data point has exactly k 
nearest neighbors, whereas some data points have more than k 
nearest neighbors in an undirected kNN graph. As an example, 
in Fig. 1, data points are clustered based on (a) an undirected 
3NN graph and (b) a directed 3NN graph. Note that in the 
undirected 3NN graph, point 7 has more than three nearest 
neighbors. For point 7, the edges between point 7 and points 8, 
9, and 10 are redundant, which leads to an incorrect clustering 
result. The two clusters that are obtained based on this 
undirected 3NN graph are {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and {7, 8, 9, 10}, 
where point 7 is assigned to the wrong cluster. 

Unlike the undirected kNN graph, the directed kNN graph 
does not suffer from redundant connections. Instead, the 
problem with using the directed kNN graph is its asymmetry. 
For example, in Fig. 1(b), point 7 is a nearest neighbor of point 
8, whereas point 8 is not a nearest neighbor of point 7. Because 
the similarity matrix in spectral clustering is symmetric, 
traditional similarity measure methods cannot be applied to a 
directed kNN graph. We show that the proposed algorithms 
introduce novel similarity measures that can be applied to a 
directed kNN graph, through which the data points in Fig. 1 
can be assigned to the two correct clusters, {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} 
and {8, 9, 10}. 

2. Definition of Shared Nearest Neighbors 

Because Ni is a set containing the k nearest neighbors of xi in 
a directed kNN graph, the set of shared nearest neighbors 
between xi and xj is Ni  Nj. The pairwise similarity sij is 
measured based on the set Ni  Nj. In general, Ni does not 
include xi. Thus, Ni  Nj does not include the two measured 
points xi and xj. Whether Ni  Nj should include xi and xj 

depends on the relationship between xi and xj, which will affect 
the similarity measure. We use the example shown in Figs. 2(a)  

 

Fig. 2. Three nearest neighbors of points 1 and 2 in three different 
cases. 
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and 2(b) to explain the reason for this. In Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), 
we show the three nearest neighbors of points 1 and 2 for two 
different cases. In Fig. 2(a), points 1 and 2 are the nearest 
neighbors of each other, but this is not the case in Fig. 2(b). If 
we do not consider the relationship between points 1 and 2, the 
set of shared nearest neighbors of points 1 and 2 in the two 
cases are the same. However, clearly, the similarity of points 1 
and 2 in Fig. 2(a) is higher than it is in Fig. 2(b) because points 
1 and 2 are the nearest neighbors of each other in Fig. 2 (a). 

In this paper, we redefine the set of shared nearest neighbors 

of two points in a directed kNN graph by considering the 

relationship between the two measured points. Here, Ni is the 

set of nearest neighbors of xi and does not include xi, and    

Ni  Nj is the set of shared nearest neighbors of points xi and xj, 

which we redefine as 

  ,

             otherwise,

i j ij i j

i j

i j

N N x x x
N N

N N

   


 



       (4) 

where ijx  is a virtual data point that represents xi as a nearest 

neighbor of xj and represents xj as a nearest neighbor of xi. 

Based on (4), the shared nearest neighbors of points 1 and 2 in 

Fig. 2(a) are different from those in Fig. 2(b). In Figs. 2(a) and 

2(b), N1  N2 are {3, 4, 12x } and {3, 4}, respectively.  

3. Measurement of Pairwise Similarity  

A. Similarity Measure Based on Number of Shared Neighbors   

We measure the pairwise similarity sij based on the set of 
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shared nearest neighbors Ni  Nj, as defined in (4). According 
to many clustering methods based on shared nearest neighbors, 
two data points have a higher similarity if they have more 
shared nearest neighbors [15]. We first consider a similarity 
measure based on the number of shared nearest neighbors, 
which we propose for the SC-nSNN algorithm. For a statistical 
analysis, we consider the pairwise similarity in the range     
sij  [0, 1]. In SC-nSNN, the pairwise similarity sij is calculated 
as 

 
   

i j

ij

N N
s

k



,                 (5) 

where |Ni  Nj| is the number of shared nearest neighbors in  

Ni  Nj, and k is the maximum number of nearest neighbors 

shared between points xi and xj in the directed kNN graph. 

According to (5), the similarity of points 1 and 2 in Fig. 2(a) is 

higher than that in Fig. 2(b). 

B. Similarity Measure Based on Closeness of Shared 
Neighbors 

If we only consider the number of shared nearest neighbors, 
we may neglect the closeness of the data points. Thus, we also 
consider a similarity measure based on the closeness of the 
shared nearest neighbors, which we propose this for the SC-
cSNN algorithm. In Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), we show the three 
nearest neighbors of points 1 and 2 in two different cases. In 
Fig. 2(b), points 1 and 2 have two shared neighbors, whereas in 
Fig. 2(c), they have one shared neighbor. If we only consider 
the number of shared nearest neighbors, the pairwise similarity 
of points 1 and 2 in Fig. 2(b) is higher than that in Fig. 2(c). 
However, in Fig. 2(c), points 1 and 2 are very close, and thus 
should have a higher pairwise similarity than those in Fig. 2(b). 
Thus, if we only consider the number of shared nearest 
neighbors, we may neglect the closeness of the data points. 

The orders of the shared nearest neighbors in Ni  Nj to the 
two measured data points xi and xj can reflect the closeness of 
the shared nearest neighbors. For example, in Fig. 2(b), point 3 
is the third-nearest neighbor of points 1 and 2, and point 4 is the 
second-nearest neighbor of points 1 and 2. Neither of the two 
shared neighbors is the first-nearest neighbor of either point 1 
or point 2. In Fig. 2(c), although points 1 and 2 have only one 
shared neighbor, this shared neighbor is the first-nearest 
neighbor of both points 1 and 2. 

To measure the pairwise similarity sij, we first weigh the 
shared nearest neighbors in Ni  Nj according to their orders 
relative to the data points xi and xj. Let wij denote the weight of 
the shared nearest neighbors in Ni  Nj. Let xr be one of the 
shared nearest neighbors in Ni  Nj. Assume that xr is the th

ri   
nearest neighbor of xi and that th

rj  is the nearest neighbor of xj. 

In the directed kNN graph, the weight of the shared nearest 
neighbors wij is calculated as 

    
 

( 1)( 1).
r i j

th th
ij r r

x N N

w k i k j


    


         (6) 

For example, in Fig. 2(b), N1  N2 = {3, 4}, 3 31 2 3th th  , 

4 41 2 2,th th   and thus w12 = (3 – 3 + 1)(3 – 3 + 1) + (3 – 2 + 1)  

(3 – 2 + 1) = 5. Note that the maximum value of wij is obtained 
when |Ni  Nj| = k, and all shared neighbors in |Ni  Nj| have the 

same orders relative to data points xi and xj. According to (6),  
2

1
max{ } .k

ij p
w p   For a statistical analysis, we consider  

the pairwise similarity in the range sij  [0, 1]. In SC-cSNN,  
the pairwise similarity sij is calculated as 

max{ }
ij

ij
ij

w
s

w
 .                 (7) 

Note that the parameters of sij in (5) and (7) are the number 
of nearest neighbors, k, which is usually small compared to n. 
The similarity matrices S obtained by (5) and (7) are sparse 
because sij = 0 if Ni  Nj = Ø, which often occurs when k is 
small compared to n.  

4. Algorithms 

In the proposed SC-nSNN and SC-cSNN algorithms, to 

reduce the computational cost, we only measure the pairwise 

similarity between the data pairs that have shared nearest 

neighbors; otherwise, sij = 0 because Ni  Nj = Ø. Let (xp, xq) 

denote a data pair. The data points in set Pj have a shared 

nearest neighbor xj. That is, ( , )p q jx x P  , Np  Nq ≠ Ø.  

Thus, we measure the pairwise similarity for each data pair   

in Pj. We let Tj denote the set that contains the possible     

data pairs in Pj. For example, if Pj = {x1, x2, x3}, we have     

Tj = {(x1, x2), (x1, x3), (x2, x3)}. The number of data pairs in Tj  

is 
2

jP 
  
 

. By searching each Tj (j = 1, … , n), we can find all  

data pairs that have shared neighbors. 

After finding a data pair (xp, xq) in Ti, we find their shared 

nearest neighbors in Np  Nq, as defined in (4), from the sets of 

direct successors Np and Nq. For SC-nSNN, we measure the 

pairwise similarity between xp and xq based on Np  Nq and 

according to (5). For SC-cSNN, because we should use the 

orders of the shared nearest neighbors to calculate the similarity, 

we record the orders of each data point xj to the data points in Pj 

in the order set Rj. For example, if xi  Pj and xj is the th
ji  

nearest neighbor of xi, we record th
ji  in the order set Rj. After 

finding the shared nearest neighbors in Np  Nq, we first find 

the orders of the shared nearest neighbors according to their 
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order sets, and then measure the similarly according to (6) and 

(7). For example, we find a shared nearest neighbor         

xj  Np  Nq, and then find the order set of xj. To calculate the 

similarly, we find the order  th
jp and th

jq  from Rj. 
The SC-cSNN algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. The 

SC-nSNN algorithm is similar to the SC-cSNN algorithm, 
except for steps 3) and 5) in Algorithm 1. In the SC-nSNN 
algorithm, the calculation of Ri is unnecessary, and the pairwise 
similarity is calculated according to (5).  

 

Algorithm 1  

1) Calculate Ni and Pi for each data point. 
2) Search each Pi to find the data pairs with shared nearest neighbors 

and record these in set Ti. 
3) Calculate the orders of each data point xi relative to the data points 

in Pi and record these in set Ri. 
4) Find the shared nearest neighbors from Np  Nq for each data pair 

(xp, xq) in Ti. 
5) Calculate each pairwise similarity spq to construct the similarity S

 by searching Ri for each shared nearest neighbor xi in Np  Nq, 

according to (4) and (5). 
6) Compute the normalized Laplacian matrix L based on S. 
7) Cluster the data points into K clusters based on the K largest 

eigenvectors of L by using the K-means method. 

 
Steps 6) and 7) were introduced in Section II. The main 

contribution of SC-nSNN and SC-cSNN is the proposal of a 
similarity measure for spectral clustering, which improves the 
clustering, because similarity matrix S is crucial to the spectral 
clustering results.  

5. Complexity Analysis 

We first show the computational costs of the key steps in  

the proposed algorithms. The complexity of constructing the 

directed kNN graph and computing the sets Ni, Pi, and Ri for 

each data point is O2(n2 log n + nk). The complexity of 

computing Ti is O
2(|Pi|

2), where |Pi| is the number of data points 

in Pi, and is small. Without searching each data pair to measure 

their pairwise similarly, we instead search each Ti (i = 1, … , n) 

to find the data pairs having shared nearest neighbors, and then 

measure the similarity for these data pairs. The similarity is 

based on the shared nearest neighbors in Ni  Nj. In Ni, the k 

nearest neighbors of xi are arranged in order of their 

identification numbers. The complexity of finding the shared 

nearest neighbors in Ni  Nj is O(k). Thus, the complexity of 

finding Ni  Nj for measuring the similarity in SC-nSNN is 

O(mk), where m is the number of data pairs that have shared 

neighbors. Note that m depends on k, and is usually much less 

than n2. In SC-cSNN, there is additional complexity when 

searching order set Ri, but is only O(k) for each data pair. 

Consequently, the computational complexities of the proposed 

algorithms are primarily due to the construction of the directed 

kNN graph, which is O(n2 log n). However, there are known 

algorithms that can reduce the complexity of constructing the 

kNN graph [22]. 
The complexity of constructing the undirected kNN graph  

is O(n2 log n + nk), which includes finding the k nearest 
neighbors of each data point and adjusting the symmetry. Note 
that, compared to algorithms based on an undirected kNN 
graph, the main additional computational cost of the proposed 
similarity measure algorithms is O(mk). 

In general, the complexity of computing the eigenvectors 
from a dense matrix is O(m3). For most spectral clustering 
algorithms that use a local scaling parameter in the Gaussian 
kernel function to calculate the similarity [7], [9], the 
normalized Laplacian matrices are dense matrices. The 
algorithms used for the proposed similarity measure and the 
undirected kNN graph-based spectral clustering both have 
sparse normalized Laplacian matrices because they have sparse 
similarity matrices. The complexity of computing the 
eigenvectors from a sparse normalized Laplacian matrix L can 
be reduced by applying sparse eigensolvers [23]. For example, 
when applying the variants of Lanczos/Arnoldi factorization 
(as implemented in the solver ARPACK), the computational 
cost is O(h3) + (O(nh) + O(nk) + O(h − K)) × (number of 
restarted Arnoldi), where h > K is the Arnoldi length used to 
compute the first K eigenvectors of L. 

IV. Experimental Results 

We evaluated the proposed SC-nSNN and SC-cSNN 
algorithms on both synthetic and real-world datasets. We 
compared the proposed algorithms with other state-of-the-art 
similarity measure methods for spectral clustering, including 
path-based spectral clustering (SC-PA) [8], self-turning spectral 
clustering (SC-ST) [7], spectral clustering with local density 
adaptive similarity (SC-DA) [9], spectral clustering based on 
the importance of shared nearest neighbors (SC-SNNI) [10], 
and spectral clustering based on a kNN graph (SC-kNN) [1]. 
Among them, SC-DA and SC-SNNI utilize the information of 
shared neighbors to modify the parameter of the Gaussian 
kernel function for a similarity measure. To show the benefit of 
spectral clustering, we also compared these spectral clustering 
algorithms with the K-means method. 

For a quantitative comparison, we adopted the normalized 
mutual information (NMI) as the evaluation criterion because it 
is widely used to evaluate the performance of clustering 
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algorithms [24]. The NMI criterion is defined as       

           
2 ( , )

NMI( , ) ,
( ) ( )

I X Y
X Y

H X H Y



          (8) 

where I(X, Y) is the mutual information between two random 

variables X and Y, and H(X) is the entropy of X. In addition, 

NMI(X, Y) has a range of [0, 1], and NMI(X, Y) = 1 when X = Y. 

Let 1 2{ , , , }KC c c c  denote the predicted clustering 

configuration obtained by a clustering algorithm, and let  

1 2{ , , , }KC c c c       denote the true clustering configuration. 

When the performance of the clustering algorithms are 

evaluated based on the NMI criterion, C and C  are regarded 

as two evaluated random variables. Here, I(C, C) and H(C) in  

NMI(C, C), as given by (8), are calculated as follows. 
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  /i j i jP c c c c n   ,              (11) 

( ) | | / , ( ) / ,i i j jP c c n P c c n             (12) 

where |·| is the cardinality of the cluster, and n is the total 
number of data points. In addition, P(ci) denotes the probability 
that the data points belong to cluster ci, and ( )i jP c c  

denotes the probability that the data points belong to the 
intersection of clusters ci and jc . A larger value of NMI 

indicates a better clustering result. The largest value of NMI is 
1, which occurs when all of the data points are assigned to their 
correct clusters. 

Note that the proposed algorithms measure the similarity 
based on the shared k nearest neighbors. The shared k nearest 
neighbors can be found according to various distance metrics, 
such as the Euclidean distance or the cosine metric. In these 
experiments, we use the Euclidean distance, which is similar to 
the metric used in the compared clustering algorithms. 

For the following experiments, we present the best result of 
each spectral clustering algorithm obtained after exploring their 
parameters, as suggested in previous related papers. Because 
the results of K-means (in the last step of spectral clustering) 
depend on the initialization, the algorithm is repeated 20 times 
with random initializations. We report the average results with 
the standard deviation (std) for all compared algorithms. We 
also evaluated the sensitivity of the algorithms against that   
of parameter k. We show the average results and the 95% 
confidence interval when varying k. All experiments were 
conducted in MATLAB 8.5.0 (R2015a) on Mac OS X 10.10.3 

with a core i7 (i7-4650u) CPU and 8 GB of RAM. 

1. Clustering Results on Synthetic Data 

We conducted the experiments on three types of 2D 
synthetic datasets and a high-dimensional (HD) synthetic data 
set. We evaluated the performances of the clustering algorithms 
in both well-separated and not well-separated synthetic datasets. 
The three 2D synthetic datasets contain two moons, four 
shapes, and five squares, as shown in Fig. 3. The datasets in 
Figs. 3(a), 3(c), and 3(e) are well separated, whereas the 
datasets in Figs. 3(b), 3(d), and 3(f) are not. The HD datasets 
were generated from several Gaussian distributions [8]. For the 
well-separated HD datasets, the centers of the three clusters are 
(0, 0), (0.8, 1), and (2, 2.5). For the HD datasets that are not 
well separated, the centers of the three clusters are (0, 0),     
(0, 0.25), and (0.25, 0.6). The properties of the synthetic 
datasets are summarized in Table 1. 

We first show the clustering results for the well-separated 
datasets. The case of the two moons is a typical clustering 
example to show the benefit of spectral clustering, that is, it 

Fig. 3. Six 2D datasets with true clusters denoted by different 
markers and colors: (a) two moons (well separated), (b) 
two moons (not well separated), (c) four shapes (well 
separated), (d) four shapes (not well separated), (e) five 
squares (without noise), and (f) five squares (with noise).
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Table 1. Synthetic datasets used in the experiments 

Dataset 
Number of samples    (number 

per cluster) 
Dimensions

Two moons (two cases) 200 (100, 100) 2 

Four shapes (two cases) 600 (200, 168, 32, 200) 2 

Five squares (with noise) 800 (200, 150, 150, 150, 150) 2 

Five squares       
(without noise) 

880 (200, 150, 150, 150, 150, 80) 2 

HD data (two cases) 360 (60, 100, 200) 1,000 

 

Table 2. Clustering results (NMI%  std) for synthetic datasets that 
are not well separated. 

 Two moons Four shapes Five squares HD data 

K-means 
17.74 

1.13 

56.87 

3.91 

88.52 

0.20 

72.67 

13.56 

SC-PA 
95.56 

0.00 

99.17 

0.00 

96.01 

0.00 

68.25 

5.54 

SC-ST 
64.40 

0.00 

88.33 

0.26 

100.00 

0.00 

74.62 

2.30 

SC-DA 
39.28 

3.20 

72.19 

6.47 

94.59 

0.80 

73.88 

3.12 

SC-SNNI 
79.61 

0.07 

85.32 

1.70 

98.07 

0.00 

79.42 

1.62 

SC-kNN 
100.00 

0.00 

92.11 

3.70 

91.08 

0.00 

75.37 

0.00 

SC-nSNN 
100.00 

0.00 

100.00 

0.00 

98.01 

0.00 

98.49 

0.00 

SC-cSNN 
100.00 

0.00 

100.00 

0.00 

100.00 

0.00 

98.49 

0.00 

 

 
shows an example that can only be solved through spectral 
clustering. The four-shape data constitute four different shapes, 
which causes a challenge for traditional clustering algorithms. 
For the two-moon data in Fig. 3(a) and the four-shape data in 
Fig. 3(b), all five spectral clustering algorithms found the 
correct clusters, but the K-means method failed. The five-
square data in Fig. 3(c) and the well-separated HD dataset are 
not complex and their clusters are far apart. All of the spectral 
clustering and K-means algorithms found the correct clusters 
for these two datasets.  

The spectral clustering algorithms perform well with 
complex datasets. However, when the data points in different 
clusters are not well separated, the clustering becomes difficult, 
even for spectral clustering algorithms. For the two-moon and 
the four-shape data in Figs. 3(b) and 3(d), respectively, the data 
points in different clusters are not as far apart as those in   
Figs. 3(a) and 3(c). The five-square data in Fig. 3(f) include 
noise, which is distributed in the spaces between the five 

squares. The existence of noise makes the five squares not well 
separated. Here, we assume that the noise is known, and we 
refer to it as a single cluster. 

The clustering results of the synthetic datasets that are not 
well separated are shown in Table 2. For these datasets, the 
proposed SC-nSNN and SC-cSNN algorithms outperform the 
other clustering algorithms. The SC-nSNN and SC-cSNN 
algorithms find the correct clusters for the two-moon and four-
shape data, and for the HD dataset, they obtain better clustering 
results than the other clustering algorithms. The K-means 
method does not perform well with either of the two-moon 
data sets (well-separated or not). For the four-shape dataset that 
is not well separated, only our two proposed algorithms (SC-
nSNN and SC-cSNN) correctly found all four clusters. For the 
five-square data with noise, the proposed SC-cSNN algorithm 
and the SC-ST algorithm were able to correctly find all six 
clusters (the five squares and the noise cluster).  

The proposed algorithms and the SC-kNN algorithm have 
the same parameter, k. We further evaluated the performances 
of SC-nSNN, SC-cSNN, and SC-kNN by varying k, using the 
synthetic datasets used in the above experiments. We 
determined the range of k that gives the best clustering results 
for all three clustering algorithms. Figures 4(a), 4(c), 4(e), and 
4(g) show the clustering results for the well-separated synthetic 
datasets. All three algorithms performed well over a wide range 
of k, but SC-cSNN performed better than either SC-nSNN or 
SC-kNN on the well-separated two-moon data and the well-
separated four-shape data. Figures 4(b), 4(d), 4(f), and 4(h) 
show the clustering results for the synthetic datasets that are not 
well separated. In these datasets, the clustering results of SC-
cSNN are more stable than those of either SC-nSNN or SC-
kNN. The clustering results of SC-nSNN are better than those 
of SC-kNN.  

From the clustering results on the synthetic datasets, we can 
see that SC-nSNN and SC- cSNN perform as well as the other 
clustering algorithms on the well-separated datasets, and they 
outperform the other clustering algorithms when the data are not 
well separated. Parameter k in SC-cSNN is less sensitive than 
that in either SC-nSNN or SC-kNN for both types of data (well-
separated and not). Parameter k in SC-nSNN is less sensitive 
than that in SC-kNN when the data are not well separated. 

2. Clustering Results on Real Data 

We conducted experiments on five real-world datasets from 
the Machine Learning Repository at the University of 
California, Irvine (UCI) [25], and on image-based real-world 
datasets from the Mixed National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (MNIST) digit database [26], the Columbia Object 
Image Library [27], and the Yale Face Database [28]. In the 
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Fig. 4. NMI when varying the value of k in synthetic datasets: (a) two moons (well separated), (b) two moons (not well separated), (c)
four shapes (well separated), (d) four shapes (not well separated), (e) five squares (without noise), (f) five squares (with noise),
(g) HD data (without noise), and (h) HD data (with noise). 
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UCI datasets, the dimensions of the data are the number of 
features. In the image-based datasets, the dimensions are the 
number of pixels in each image. These datasets are briefly 
described as follows. 
▪ UCI data: Five UCI datasets were used to evaluate the 

algorithms. The sizes vary from 150 to 699, the dimensions 
vary from 4 to 13, and the number of clusters vary from 2 to 8. 

▪ MNIST digits: The MNIST digit database contains ten 
handwritten digits (from 0 to 9) with a total of 10,000 
samples. Similar to the procedure in [8], we use the first 200 
examples from each digit. Each data sample is a 28 × 28 
grayscale image. 

▪ Columbia object images: The Columbia image dataset 
contains 20 objects, and each object has 72 images. Each 
data sample is a 32 × 32 grayscale image. 

▪ Yale faces: The Yale face data consist of 165 grayscale 
images from 15 individuals. Each image is different in facial 
expression or configuration. Each data sample is a 20 × 20 
grayscale image. 
The clustering results for the UCI datasets are shown in 

Table 3. The proposed SC-cSNN algorithm outperformed the 
other clustering algorithms on the Breast, Wine, and Ecoli 
datasets. The proposed SC-nSNN algorithm outperformed the 
other clustering algorithms on the Iris and Glass datasets. The 
SC-nSNN and SC-cSNN algorithms performed better than the 
others on the Iris, Breast, and Ecoli datasets. For the Iris dataset, 
SC-cSNN is inferior to SC-nSNN, but outperforms the other 
clustering algorithms significantly. 

Table 3. Clustering results (NMI%  std.) for five UCI datasets. 

 Irish Breast Wine Ecoli Glass 

K-means
74.97 

3.77 

74.27 

0.00 

58.47 

0.00 

58.01 

2.89 

28.02 

4.11 

SC-PA 
70.98 

0.00 

64.37 

0.67 

73.28 

0.67 

58.21 

2.67 

38.20 

3.22 

SC-ST 
78.57 

0.00 

80.12 

0.00 

77.96 

0.00 

60.54 

2.99 

40.07 

3.57 

SC-DA 
76.60 

0.00 

75.05 

0.00 

81.00 

0.00 

58.10 

1.96 

40.72 

2.10 

SC-SNNI
79.93 

1.31 

64.00 

0.00 

77.92 

0.00 

59.76 

2.31 

38.49 

2.90 

SC-kNN
83.72 

1.86 

78.80 

0.00 

79. 44 

0.00 

60.04 

2.47 

38.63 

2.67 

SC-nSNN
88.51 

0.00 

81.82 

0.00 

79.54 

0.00 

60.84 

2.24 

40.94 

2.75 

SC-cSNN
87.05 

0.00 

83.64 

0.00 

81.35 

0.00 

61.28 

2.19 

40.59 

2.84 

 

 
The image-based real-world datasets have high dimensions. 

The number of clusters in each image-based dataset is larger than 
that in the UCI datasets. The clustering results for the three 
image-based real-world datasets are shown in Table 4. SC-cSNN 
outperforms the other clustering algorithms on all three image-
based datasets. The performance of SC-cSNN is the second best, 
and SC-kNN is the third best for these three datasets. 

Figure 5 shows the clustering results of SC-nSNN, SC- cSNN, 
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Table 4. Clustering results (NMI%  std.) for three image datasets.

 MNIST digits Columbia object images Yale faces 

K-means 
36.46      
3.77 

69.65 

1.87 

68.42 

2.29 

SC-PA 
41.50 

1.92 

70.52 

1.78 

71.36 

1.89 

SC-ST 
42.17 

1.54 

76.25 

1.30 

72.42 

1.77 

SC-DA 
44.08 

1.27 

73.61 

1.67 

71.55 

1.67 

SC-SNNI 
40.46 

1.47 

78.84 

1.29 

73.50 

1.72 

SC-kNN 
52.27 

1.49 

87.79 

0.84 

74.41 

1.23 

SC-nSNN 
54.85 

1.47 

89.57 

1.03 
75.64   
1.05 

SC-cSNN 
56.25 

1.89 

90.87 

0.96 

75.92 

1.01 

 

 
and SC-kNN by varying k for the real-world datasets. The best 
results for all of the compared algorithms are shown when k = 
10. From the clustering results, we can see that, on most of the 
datasets, SC-cSNN performed better and more stably than SC-
nSNN or SC-kNN. There is less sensitivity to k in SC-nSNN 
than there is in SC-kNN for the Breast, Ecoli, Glass, and three 
image-based datasets. 

Note that, on some of the datasets, the improvements in 
performance by the proposed algorithms were not very 
significant, and the clustering algorithms could not obtain ideal 
cluster results, for example, Yale faces and Glass. One reason 
for this is that we used the Euclidean distance as the distance 
metric in the clustering algorithms, which may not be the best 
for these datasets. Another reason is that these datasets contain 
some redundant and noisy features that affected the accuracy of 
the clustering results. We will address these problems in the 
further work. 

V. Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed two novel algorithms for spectral 
clustering; both methods use the shared nearest neighbors in a 
directed kNN graph to measure the similarity. The SC-nSNN 
measure of similarity is based on the number of shared nearest 
neighbors, and the SC-cSNN measure is based on the 
closeness of the shared nearest neighbors. The experimental 
results on both synthetic and real-world datasets demonstrate 
that SC-nSNN and SC-cSNN outperform the traditional 
spectral clustering algorithms. The sensitivity of the SC-cSNN 

Fig. 5. NMI when varying the value of k in real-world datasets: 
(a) Iris, (b) Breast, (c) Wine, (d) Ecoli, (e) Glass, (f) 
MNIST digits, (g) Columbia object images, and (h) Yale 
faces. 
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to parameter k is less than it is for SC-nSNN, which is less than 
it is for the spectral clustering algorithms based on an 
undirected kNN graph. In the future, we will consider 
distributed and parallel algorithms to construct a similarity 
matrix and compute the eigenvectors; this step will allow these 
spectral clustering algorithms to be applied to big datasets. 
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